Prof. Debabrata Pal from JNU will be delivering a talk on the following topic 'Social Relations and R&D Network: A Multiplex Approach' today (13/03/2020) at 3.30 pm.
The venue for the talk is Room no 206.
All are requested to attend the talk followed by tea and refreshment.
A brief Bio about Prof. Debabrata Pal is mentioned below

Dr. Debabrata Pal is a faculty member from the Department of Economics at School of Social Science and Planning CESP in Jawaharlal Nehru University. He has completed his PhD from JNU University on Social Choice Theory. He also taught/worked at a number of prestigious institutes- IIT Jodhpur, Delhi University, Ambedkar University, and National Institute of Public Finance and Policy. His area of Research encompasses- Social Choice Theory, Games and Network, and Law and Economics. He is a member of the International Society of Social Choice and Welfare and has served as a member of various selection committees including Delhi University (South Campus). His works have been published in a number of reputed journals which include- BE journal of theoretical economics, Keio economic studies, Economics bulletin, to name a few.